When we put up the Christmas tree in the lobby last week the children were really interested in it and loved looking at it every day. We'll bring in a tree for our room and hang the decorations they make on it. Some of the children don't really like making the decorations so we can hang their pictures on it.

There's a holly bush in the garden and we can cut some pieces from that and bring them in.

On Monday Ben’s mammy was in her Garda uniform when she dropped Ben and the children loved it. They liked the colours and the hat. We have photos printed and put together of different uniforms and we will put this in the book area. Saoirse’s daddy was on the way to the mart with a cow and calf when he brought her to crèche in his jeep. The children saw this through the window and loved it and we brought out some of the children to see the cow and calf.
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Christmas story document panel outside door for parents.
Ali was most interested in the holly. He loved exploring the shape of the leaves and we'll put the photos in his special book. (ET, Aim 1, LG4)

Lots of chatting about all that is happening. New words being used all the time. (C, Aim 2, LG 1)

Ben and Saoirse delighted that their mammy and daddy are the centre of attention (I&B, Aim 2, LG 2)

ET=Exploring and Thinking
C=Communicating
I&B=Identity and Belonging
LG=Learning goal

This resource was developed through the Aistear in Action initiative.